Demographically-tagged social media messages are a common source of data for computational social science. While these messages can indicate differences in beliefs and behaviors between demographic groups, we do not have a clear understanding of how different demographic groups use platforms such as Twitter. This paper presents a preliminary analysis of how groups' differing behaviors may confound analyses of the groups themselves. We analyzed one million Twitter users by first inferring demographic attributes, and then measuring several indicators of Twitter behavior. We find differences in these indicators across demographic groups, suggesting that there may be underlying differences in how different demographic groups use Twitter.
Introduction
Demographics have a central role in social science research, yet Twitter and other social media platforms often do not provide traditional demographic characteristics, such as age, gender and ethnicity. Inferring demographic attributes has thus been a frequent area of research (Burger et al., 2011; Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2011; Volkova, 2015; Rao and Yarowsky, 2010; Mislove et al., 2011) , enabling large-scale analysis of demographically identified social media posts. Demographic inference has been used in many Twitter analyses, including studies of mental health (Coppersmith et al., 2015) , exercise (Dos Reis and Culotta, 2015) , language (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2013) and personality (Schwartz et al., 2013) .
Several studies have examined the accuracy of demographic inference and the large-scale patterns it reveals. Chen et al. (2015) and Volkova et al. (2014) examined the effect of different types of information on the accuracy of demographic predictions. Mislove et al. (2011) examined how inferred demographics compare to known demographics outside of Twitter in the United States and measured in what ways the user-base of Twitter is biased compared to the population as a whole. Sloan et al. (2013) performed a similar analysis of gender and language among Twitter users in the United Kingdom.
However, even with accurate demographic inference tools, there may be other confounding factors that make it difficult to estimate variations of beliefs and behaviors across demographic groups. Since social media analysis relies on how people use platforms, variations in usage behaviors by different demographic groups could introduce biases in analyses and alter conclusions. For example, if one group tends to use Twitter nicknames more frequently, a name-based demographic classifier may make more errors on members of that group. Alternatively, if we use profile pictures to infer demographics and users of one demographic are less likely to share pictures of themselves, our results may under-represent that group. Pavalanathan and Eisenstein (2015) studied these issues for geolocation algorithms, finding that classifiers which infer users' locations identify a target population that differs from the general population of Twitter. A Pew Report survey indicated that social media users' privacy settings do vary across demographics, but did not look at specific behaviors (Madden, 2012) . This paper presents a first analysis of how differences in social media behaviors between demographic groups may confound demographic inference. Our aim is to identify potential sources of bias based on a large sample of Twitter users with demographic labels we infer using an ensemble of four classifiers for gender and ethnicity. We use systems that rely on several orthogonal sources of information to increase the robustness of our inference. We then measure various indicators of Twitter behaviors to identify potential differences across demographic groups. Our initial findings suggest that there may in fact be underlying differences in Twitter usage across these groups. This suggests that more work is needed to understand how these differences could impact the conclusions of Twitter analyses using inferred demographics.
Twitter User Data
We begin with a random sample of 5.4 million tweets taken from the 1% Twitter streaming API collected throughout the 12 months of 2016. From these tweets we sampled 1,000,000 users who had fewer than 500 followers and were not verified by Twitter, so as to exclude popular accounts, organizations, and "power users."
In May 2017, we attempted to download up to 200 of the most recent tweets of each user; this failed for the 18% of users who had made their accounts private or had deleted them altogether. For users who had tweeted fewer than 200 times, we retrieved their entire tweet history. This data reflects only those tweets that were publicly available at the time of our data collection. In total, we collected 158m tweets for 820k users, with a median of 200 tweets and a mean of 192 tweets per user that we could scrape.
User Behaviors
Our analyses focused on profile-based behaviors (invariant across all tweets) or those that could be estimated from (at most) 200 tweets. All behaviors appear in Table 1 in the order listed.
Profile Personalization
Many analyses of Twitter users are dependent on what information a user shares in his or her profile (Burger et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2015) . We recorded whether each user included a custom profile image, URL, description, and location.
Temporal Information
To quantify each user's frequency of posting, we measured the average number of tweets per month from the time of account creation to the 2016 tweet. 1 We then computed the average of averages and the median average within each group. For the 38% of users who listed a timezone, we measured the normalized time-of-day of each tweet. Time-of-day data is useful for geolocation and understanding whether users are posting on Twitter from work or home.
Location Sharing
Several studies have examined location sharing behavior in Twitter (Mislove et al., 2011; Pavalanathan and Eisenstein, 2015; Jurgens et al., 2015; Compton et al., 2014) . However, these studies have not considered how this information may be correlated with demographic characteristics.
To determine the user's preference for sharing location information, we recorded whether a user had enabled geolocation sharing (a prerequisite for sharing GPS coordinates), and whether any of that user's tweets included GPS coordinates or a geotagged place. We also inferred locations for each tweet using Carmen , a geolocation tool that estimates a user's location from the metadata from a single tweet. We recorded whether the Carmen tool could identify a country and/or a city from the user's profile.
User Interactions
Several previous studies have looked at how Twitter users interact with one another on the platform (Volkova and Bachrach, 2015; Volkova and Van Durme, 2015) , including analyses of retweets (Luo et al., 2013; So et al., 2016; boyd et al., 2010) and replies or mentions (Honey and Herring, 2009; Hentschel et al., 2014) .
For each user, we measured how many other users they mentioned across all tweets, how often they mentioned other users, how many of their tweets were retweets 2 or replies, and how often they shared images.
Devices
For each tweet, we record the contents of the "Source" field, which indicates from what type of device or platform the user posted. While there are many such platforms which represent hundreds of different applications, we filter the results down to Android devices, iPhone devices, and desktop web clients. For each demographic group, we calculated the micro-averaged percent of tweets from each type of device and the macro-average of different types of devices used per user.
Demographic Classifiers
We used four separate approaches to infer the gender and ethnicity of the users in our dataset.
Demographer Demographer (Knowles et al., 2016) infers gender by first comparing a user's name against a namelist generated from the U.S. Social Security Administration, which includes the most likely gender. Second, for names not in the namelist, it uses an SVM to predict gender from character ngrams in the user's name.
Name RNN We extended Demographer by replacing the SVM with a recurrent neural network (RNN) which was trained on character sequences from Twitter names. We trained three models for predicting each of gender, 2-class ethnicity (Caucasian vs. African-American) and 3-class ethnicity (including Hispanic/Latino). As this classifiers was trained on the same data as the Demographer classifier, the two models had highly correlated predictions on users' genders. and Culotta et al. (2016) provide a model which uses a list of 1066 Twitter accounts which were highly correlated with demographic traits, according to Quantcast website data. The model predicts a user's gender and 4-class ethnicity (Caucasian, African-American, Hispanic/Latino, Asian) based on which, if any, of the Twitter accounts he or she follows. We gathered the entire list of followers for each of the 1066 Twitter accounts (totalling over 400 million users) to check which accounts were followed by which users. Because many users did not follow any of the accounts, this classifier did not always make a prediction. Culotta et al. (2016) also provide a model that infers gender and 4-class ethnicity using the words in the user's tweet history. We ran this classifier on each of the users for which we could scrape a collection of tweets from 2017; because not all users mentioned terms within the model's vocabulary, it did not always make a prediction.
Follower Lists

Content Classifier
Comparing Demographic Classifiers
One issue in using this collection of classifiers is that they have different possible labels. The Follower Lists and Content Classifier methods include four categories for ethnicity, which does not match the number of categories from Demographer and Name RNN classifiers (two and three, respectively). For each classifier, White/Caucasian was the majority label in the training data and so the ambiguous instances may be classified as White. This is supported by the fact that 90% of our users were labeled as White by at least one classifier.
To account for the ethnicity label mismatch, we combine labels as follows: if the user was labeled as Asian by the Follower Lists or Content Classifier, we report the user as Asian; otherwise if the user was labeled as Hispanic/Latino by any classifier, we report that label; otherwise, if the user was labeled as Black/African-American by any classifier, we report that label; otherwise, if the user was labeled as White/Caucasian by two classifiers, we report that. This gives greater weight to ethnicity labels which could only be reported by a subset of the classifiers. 3 §5.1 discusses an alternative approach to handling this mismatch.
To reflect varying levels of agreement across the classifiers, we report separate numbers for how many classifiers agreed on gender. "M 2" means male according to two classifiers, which is a strict superset of "M 3", the users labeled as male by three classifiers. We ignored the 1.3% of users who were labeled as male by two classifiers and labeled as female by the other two classifiers. Table 1 shows results for gender and ethnicity, as well as the age of the user's account (discussed below). For many behaviors, there are marked differences across demographic groups. Across any two groups in the table (i.e. with at least 6.8% of the dataset per group), a macro-averaged difference of 1% between two proportions is statistically significant at the p < 0.01 level when using a two-tailed proportion test with a Bonferroni correction for 25 comparisons. Across the micro-averaged proportions for tweet percentages and time-of-day usage, a difference of 1% is significant using the same approach.
Results
Gender There are several significant differences across inferred gender. Male-tagged users were significantly more likely to fill out the location and URL fields in their profiles, but were significantly less likely to enable geotagging.
There were only slight differences across time-of-day usage, though more male-tagged users had a timezone listed. Female-tagged users were more likely to use Android and iPhone devices, and less likely to use desktop web browsers or other sources.
Ethnicity Asian-and Hispanic/Latino-tagged users were far more likely to include a timezone in their profile, enable geotagging, share geotagged tweets, and include a location in their profile.
Hispanic/Latino-tagged users had a higher proportion of tweets that were retweets, and were more likely to have a country identified by Carmen.
White-and Black/African-American-tagged users had lower rates of almost all sharing-related behaviors, and were more likely to use iPhone devices and less likely to use Android devices or web clients.
Agreement as a Confounder Perhaps the most striking result is the difference between the gender groups with differing levels of classifier consensus ("M 2" vs. "M 3", and "F 2" vs. "F 3"). Users which had 3 classifiers in agreement for gender were significantly more likely to include a profile location or description.
This trend extends to the 2.0% of users for which all four gender classifiers agreed; the "F 4" and "M 4" users had significantly higher rates of almost every sharing behavior, including sharing one or more geotagged tweets (18.6% of users) and including a custom profile picture (99.0% of users). This indicates that agreement across classifiers is correlated with how much information a user is willing to share. This is an important point, similar to that reported by Pavalanathan and Eisenstein (2015) : propensity for sharing makes users easier to classify but presents a biased view of behavior. If correct, this may explain the differences between users labeled as either Asian or Hispanic/Latino compared to the overall usage rates. If our classifiers only report "Asian" when specific, rare indicators are present, it may be the case that users who create a profile with those indicators also share more information than the average user.
Account Age Another confound may come from how long a user has been been on Twitter, which could influence how much information they are willing to share. 50% of the users in our dataset created their account before October 9, 2014, which we used as the cutoff between "old" and "new" users. The final columns of Table 1 compares these two groups of users; there is a clear tendency for the old users to share more information in their profiles, but also to post far less frequently. Furthermore, we measured that among "F 2" and "M 2" users, 56.6% of users were old, whereas among "F 3" and "M 3" users, 72.4% were old. Among the 2.0% of users with unanimous gender classification, 85.6% were old. Thus, a user's account age is correlated with both how likely our classifiers are to agree upon a label, and how much information that user shares.
Limitations
An important limitation of our analysis is that not all ethnicity classifiers predict the same set of labels ( §4.1).
Only two classifiers label users as Asian, and only three classifiers label users as Hispanic/Latino. Because these classifiers were trained on different datasets with different ethnicity labels, we also don't know how correlated their predictions would be if they had all been trained on the same dataset. New training data could highlight correlations and differences between classifiers, and provide more evidence of convergent validity.
Furthermore, we only consider a small set of racial and ethnic groups. Our methods cannot label users as Native American or Pacific Islander, and there has been little to no work in identifying these groups in Twitter. Additionally, while Asian, Caucasian and Black are considered racial groups in traditional analysis, Hispanic/Latino descent is an ethnicity. Our classifiers conflate these distinctions; this issue and its implications for demographic surveys has been discussed in public health and social science research (Van den Berghe, 1978; Comstock et al., 2004; Gonzalez-Barrera and Lopez, 2015) .
Finally, we do not have clear measurements of the precision and recall of each classifier, nor do we know the distribution of the users for which our ensemble does not make a prediction. While we can identify some biases (e.g. the three-class ethnicity classifier biases against labeling users as Hispanic-Latino, due to limitations with the training data), there may be other systematic errors we cannot identify. Additional bias in our measurements could be introduced from the large proportions of our users for which we could not download tweets from 2017 and did not have a timezone. Better measurements of the performance of our classifiers would allow us to combine their predictions in a principled way to vary the agreement and accuracy of our ensemble, and validate the system's robustness.
Conclusion
We provide a preliminary look at possible confounds introduced by differences in how demographic groups use Twitter. We measure platform behaviors for a large set of Twitter users, and use recent tools to infer their demographic labels. Our analysis highlights several behavioral differences between groups that warrant further study. As demographic inference in social media becomes common practice, it is important to validate methodologies and test whether underlying biases exist. A "black-box" predictor that assumes all input fields are equally representative of the underlying population is likely to introduce biases against groups for which that assumption is false. We hope that future work can further examine such confounds to measure their effect on conclusions drawn in the social media analysis literature.
